Science Of Pyramid
Since ancient times, and even today, in all the Countries of the whole World,
there have been, and are Persons who could, and can, treat ordinary Water by
Chants, Mantras or Otherwise so as to enable such Water to perform some
Miracles such as Instantaneous Remissions or Miraculous Cures of several kinds
of Ailments.
Even when this Phenomena has been occurring several times everyday since
ancient times, no systematic, major study seems to have been done. Also, in spite of
several major attempts, so far Science has not been able to understand as to how
this is happening.
We should undertake a major, all comprehensive study of this Phenomena
and such Waters. Somebody should play a small role in such a major study, relying
a very great extent on several other Research Organizations (and Individuals too)
for various kinds of tests and experiments.
The small role (above mentioned) one can undertake :
(i)
Collection of such water from various sources and supply properly packed
samples to other participating Organizations.
(ii) Maintenance of Systematic Records of the Sources, the
(iii) ir Methods and the Results of the tests and experiments of the participating
Organizations.
(iv) Examination and Evaluation of such Waters by Kirlian Photography.
(v) Periodic Publications of the Studies of the results of the above three efforts;
lastly………
(vi) Regular production of one kind of Water; the ultimate aim being to produce
such Water which can kill Pathogenic Organisms and/ or Cancer and yet,
side by side, can promote healthy growth of Non—Pathogenic Organisms
and/or Normal Cells.
To seek regular active co-operation of several other Organizations and
Individuals to undertake the following tests and experiments:
I: Individuals (Household Level):
Individuals can take-up several subjective as well as objective experiments at
the Household level. With a small investment they can take-up making of one kind
of Water and regularly use it to find out its effects General Health; on small Cuts,
Bruises and Burns; on major Ailments such as Aches, Head-aches, Colds, Fevers,
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Rheumatic pains, and many other minor Psychosomatic problems; on facial skin
as a lotion, Moods, on Thinking Capacity, on Meditative Capacity, etc.
II: Organizations (at Research Level) :
A: Biological Tests:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Whether or not such Waters are completely free of all Organisms; that is,
whether or not they are a sort of Biological-Vacuum ?
Comparative Examinations of the effects of such Waters and respective
Control Waters on Germination of seeds in Laboratory Conditions;
Effects on different Cancer-cells and surrounding Normal-Cells;
Effects on Pathogenic and Non-Pathogenic Organisms;
Effects on different Viruses.

B: Chemical Tests:
Whether such Waters do give positive results to all Chemical Tests which
conclusively prove them to be the Chemical H2O.
C: Physical Tests:
(i)

Comparative measurements of some Physical Properties of such Waters and
the respective Control Water samples; such as Boiling and Freezing Points;
Rate of Evaporation; Surface Tension; Viscosity; Adhesion and Cohesion.

(ii)

Electron Microscopic Measurements of the –
(a) Apex-Angle of such Water Molecules – the angle made by two “HAtoms” which is normally 105 o C;
(b) The distance (in Angstroms) between the “H-Atoms” and “O-Atoms”.

(iii)

Structural studies of the Polymer-Clusters of such water molecules (Please
see the Writ-Up).
Various organizations and their scientists are requested to take up
some of the above mentioned tests and experiments, circulate the copies of the
accompanying write up and co-ordinate with each other to contribute their efforts
to this research work as Individuals.
A special write-up on “Water” is enclosed here with to stimulate the Interest
and Imagination of Scientific Community.
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Water
[ This write-up is prepared to stimulate the Interest and Imagination of
our Scientific Community. It being a property of the MAN, the HOMO SAPIENS, it
can be used by any MAN in any manner except to get it copy-writed in favour of
any one Individual Entity.]
1: Since the dawn of the knowledge and scientificity, Man has been
experimenting with water and yet, even today, it is the most mysterious of all
chemicals.
Till recently it was believed that its molecular structure was bounded together
so strongly that it was more like an indivisible element rather than a Chemical
Compound.
But now Science has learnt that the H—O—H Molecular Bonds of Water are
very weak and are only 10% of the strength of the most ordinary chemical bonds.
So, for Water to exist at all, there must necessarily be lots of other bonds to hold it
together ----- bonds of binding forces that are known and that are not yet known to
Science. Also that the structure of Water is not static but dynamic and it subject to
a variety of influences and can be altered in perspective ways.
Thus, Water is extremely sensitive to several kinds of very delicate influences
and is capable of adapting itself to the most varying circumstances to a degree
attained by no other liquid ---- extremely delicate influences such as that of even
distant Planets and Galaxies and also a that of our Minds.
2: Water molecules are the most uniquely polarized Lop-sided Molecules and
so, over normal range of temperatures, it occurs as Polymer (H2O)n; Water
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molecules are the most sociable creatures (possibly, in the whole universe). They
are always in social groups, in societies, called Giant Molecules or Water Gimols.
These conglomerations are not crowds, that is, irregularly arranged, randomly
collected people, one such group being no different from any other; but they are so
intricately laced in regular patterns of so immense a variety that one Researcher
went to the extent of saying: “ Every glass of Water is a unique GIANT
MOLECULE and we cannot have two that are exactly similar.”
So, Science is about to tell us that a glass of Water touched by one will have
Water-Gimols of a different pattern than the one touched by some one else; and
pretty soon Science will tell us that glass Water touched by one and the same
person with different intentions (state of mind) will have Water Gimols of different
patterns. Individual Water Molecules are sensitive to so extremely delicate forces
that the different fields generated around our hands by our different intentions, will
be strong enough to create Water Gimols of different patterns; and it is visualized
that the strength of our FAITH, the Super Powerful Entity known to us since
Ancient Times.
It is because of this that the Phenomena of the Green and Brown Thumb effects
on Vegetation, observed since Ancient Times, is occurring through spontaneous
changes in Water structure and Conglomeration Patterns, in Gimol Patterns.
3: So, also, Science has learnt that Water is particularly very unstable between
o
35 C- 45oC , the Body Temperatures of most of the Active Animals; that is, Water
at these temperatures is Super Sensitive and hence still more weaker fields and
influences are able to bring about still more greater changes in Water.
Our Body is about 70% Water and our Brain is more than 80% Water and these
Waters are at a temperature when Water is Super Sensitive; and so, extremely
weak influences will be able to bring more intricate and complex changes in our
Water Chemistry, which, in fact, is our Life Chemistry.
Science already knows that millions of different chemical compounds together
form our Physical Bodies; and that all these chemicals keep on getting
transformed by way of millions of chemical reactions that are going on all the time
; and that all or most of such reactions are dependent on the structural patterns of
the Gimols of the different compounds.
Day by day, Science is getting increasingly convinced that all such millions of
Chemical Reactions, which comprise our Life Chemistry, are influenced and
controlled by subtle and spontaneous structural changes; and the only substance
that is disturbed widely enough, Water; also the only substance that is supersensitive enough is also Water.
Thus, by way of spontaneous structural changes in Water Gimols, various
kinds of extremely weak forces are influencing and controlling our Life Chemistry;
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and thus, Water touched by different persons with different intentions, will have
different psycho – physiological effects.
So, it will not be surprising if, in the near future, Science tells us to be careful
before drinking Water and to check as to who, and with what intentions, was the
last one to touch the glass. And also that, if we wish to nullify such influences, we
should hold the glass with both our hands before drinking it. And that, if we wish
to influence some one, then we should offer a glass of Water holding it in both of
our hands with Commensurate Intentions and Commensurate Faith.
4: Science ancient times Wise have known that all Waters are not equal; and
that they are different according to the different amount of “Prana” the
Primordial – Energy, (the Prinergy) they contain.
Now Science too knows that all Waters are not equal even though they may be
found equal as per all the chemical tests. Magnetically, Psychically, Spiritually
and Pyramidally treated Waters are found to be different in Surface Tension,
Cohesion, Adhesion, Viscosity, Conductivity, Water-drop form, Taste, many
Psycho – Physiological effects and several Biological effects. The ordinarily
observable changes being a drop spreading over a larger area, faster evaporation
and no decay even on storing over a long period.
Though Science does not know in what way and by what kind of Prienergy,
Science knows that by such treatment some changes in the Prienegy – Levels, the
Primordial Energy Levels, have been effected. And Science suspects that such
changes are brought by changing the Prienergy Levels of the two “H – atoms” in
the Water Molecule; as it being already known that the “H – atoms” can be so
changed to seven different Higher Energy Levels than the stable ground state; and
that this can be ascertained by observing the Molecules under Electron –
Microscopes and measuring the Apex – angles and the distance between the ‘H”
and the ‘O” atoms.
5: Water is the most misbehaved chemical; a top most non – conformist. It
breaks almost all the rules commonly followed by all other chemicals, and it
outshines all other with prestine glory by these very uncommon behaviours. If it
followed the rules it should boil at (-) 910 C. and freeze at
(-) 100oC.; instead of it boils at (+)100oC. And freezes at 0oC. These boiling and
freezing points of Water are completely out of step with normal Chemical Theories
(or else …….). Thus, if Water behaves as per the rules, then it cannot exist as
liquid in normal conditions. So, it seems we are blessed by some unknown forces,
some Prinergetic Forces or some Primordial Entity or some Divine Entity not yet
known or understood by Science; and it keeps the Water in liquid state over a huge
range of 100 o C. instead of only 9 o C., (-91 o C. to –100 o C.), which it otherwise
would have been, had Water been following the normal rules.
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6: Also, instead of contracting when it is frozen, it expands; and as a solid,
being lighter than the remaining liquid, it floats on top of it. Water freezes and
becomes ice by forming crystalline structures of elongated Pyramid shape, the
interiors of which are hollow. This is how the solid ice is lighter than the liquid
Water.
Also, not only at temperatures below freezing point but even at normal
temperatures, Water contains regions of short-lived Ice-crystals of microscopic
size. Even in hot water such Ice-Crystals may be found; and the most astonishing
thing about it is that such crystals form and melt away very fast; and it is suspected
that such shuttling between solid and liquid state takes place millions of times
every second.
Possibly, when greater is such shuttling in quantity and frequency that we find
greater sparkle in Water, such as in fresh flowing Waters than in stagnant ones,
such as magnetically or psychically treated Waters than in non- treated controlled
ones; and this, certainly, must be on account of great or Prinergy Levels. Our
Maharshies have known, since Ancient Times that not all Waters are equal and
that they are different on account of different amount “Prana” in them.
7: In short, Water is the most dynamic and most non – conformist substance or
there are most exceptional forces influencing it or, in other words, it has special
blessings of the Divine Beings, it being selected being their Nectar. It is extremely
sensitive to very weak Electromagnetic and Prinergetic influences. So, very weak
cosmic influences of the distant planets and Galaxies, the so called Astrological
influences, are capable of modifying the properties of Water; and by so influencing
the Water in our Body (70% and Brain 80%) are able to exert great control over
our very lives. Similarly, extremely weak Prinergetic forces, the called subtle
forces or Psychic forces or the Mind forces, are able to influence our very lives
through manipulations of the Water – Gimols in our Body and Brain.
Possibilities At Individual (Household) Level :
1: Experiments can be undertaken by any one with two kinds of Waters
Pyramid Water and Magnet Water. Both objective as well as subjective
experiments can be done. Millions of People, the World over, are doing such
experiments with Pyramids and are getting several Physiological and other
benefits. Mysterious Healing, Divine Revelations, Mummifying without decay,
Charging Water with Healing Powers, Mysterious sharpening od Razor Blades,
Initiations into Higher Concentrations, Bitter Foods loosing Bitterness, Beverages
going Flat, and so on and on.
Already, Hospital, School, Church, Office and Residential Buildings are being
planed in Pyramid Shapes. Acres of farms are being covered with Pyramids made
of wires. One Yoga Ashram near Pune is being planned with 200 huts of Pyramid
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Shape for altering Consciousness while Meditating. Already there are over one
million Pyramid Razor Blade Sharpners. In Europe some companies are selling
Milk in Pyramid shaped containers, so that it retains freshness for 2 – 3 days even
without refrigeration.
Over the past 20 years, thousands of Persons Hundreds of Organizations have
tried to understand the nature and working of Pyramid Energy but have not been
able to know anything except that there is some kind of strange Bio – Cosmic –
Energy -- some kind of strange ENTITY which is different from any of the Energies
already known to Modern Science.
Let us give it a try, for a Pyramid does work --- free of charge once it is
constructed. It can save us time and money, and bring peace of mind and body.
Soon after having experimented for a while with Pyramids, one all feel that,” Its
rediscovery is the greatest thing that has happened to Humanity in this Century. “
2: The process of making this kind of Water is very simple. All that we need is
to procure or to make a scale model of the Great Pyramid of Egypt and keep Water
in the center and leave it there for 24 hours or one week or one month (referred to
as P1 Water, P7 Water and P30 Water).
2-A: General Uses: We can use a glass full of P1 Water for drinking as soon as
we get up in the morning, or few more times every day or we can even decide to
drink only P1 Water through out the day. We can even get all our meals cooked
with P1 Water. We can even use it for washing and bathing.
This has a miraculous rejuvenating effects onus. Our General Health improves
to such an extent that, after 2 – 3 months, we find everyone surprised at the new
youthful look; this has happened to even old people of
over sixty. Also, we feel less tired and are able to do more work and with better
efficiency.
2 -B: Specific Uses: We can use P7 Water or P30 Water for internal
consumption (2-3 table spoonful) as medicine or for external applications as
Ointment or Lotion or Balms for many minor specific problems – ours and that of
our near ones – such as: Itching, Minor cuts, Burns and Bruises, Aches and
Headaches and even Migraines, and all Psychosomatic Ailments such as Allergies
Asthma etc.
3: Pyramids of any size can be made. All that is necessary, is to make them in
the same proportions as the one in Egypt. Also they could be made of almost any
material: Card board, Glass, Wood, Plastic, Cement – Concrete, Stoned, and even
Metals. All give more or less the same results. It can be hollow from inside and
also there could be holes in the sides or they can even be only frames of tubes
making up 8 edges. The tubes again could be of any metal from Iron to Gold; or
even any Plastics.
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Details of the Pyramid:
A: Prepare 4 bilateral triangles in such a manner , that if “B” is the base of
the triangle, then the lateral sides of triangle should be “0.95B”. Join the 4
triangles with help of any sticking material to prepare the Pyramid.
B: The where you place this Pyramid should be perfectly horizontal.
C: The square of the bottom should be parallel to the four directions i.e. , e.g.
any one side of the bottom square should be in the North – South Direction.
D: As far as possible, the material to be kept in the Pyramid should be nearer
Center Of Gravity of the Pyramid, as the concentration of the Cosmic Energy
created in maximum there.
E: According to the experience the minimum period required for
Mummification is believed to be about three weeks. Till then the Pyramid or the
material kept for mummification should not be disturbed.

4: If we tryout for ourselves any one or more of the following objective
experiments, it gives a great boost to our confidence in the potency of the
Pyramids; resulting in greater and faster effects of P-Water in our own case.
I: Normally carcasses of any dead organism ( insect, animal or bird ) will start
rotting , giving out foul smell. But, if we keep any dead animal or insect or bird, at
the center of the Pyramid, it never start getting rotten and no foul smell ever comes
out of it. And gradually over a period of 2 to 6 months, depending upon its size, it
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gets dried up – it gets Mummified. Similarly, meets, eggs etc. get Mummified and
dehydrated without getting spoilt.
II: Normally when flowers dry-up their colour fades and the petals fall off; but
if they are kept in the Pyramids they remain their colour and they remain in the
same form.
III: If we keep milk inside Pyramid, it never gets rotten and no foul smell starts
coming out of it, instead it remains fresh for several days and then it gets
converted into a nice Yogurt; and it tastes and feels fresh even after a month.
IV: Fruits kept inside a Pyramid, never get spoilt; instead they get dried-up a
bit on the surface and even after few months they taste as fresh as ever.
V: If you keep your razor blades or knives inside the Pyramids, they get
sharpened-up.
VI: Even old tarnished coins and jewellery get cleaned-up by the energy-forces
working inside Pyramids; And many more ------- .
5: Even if we sleep or work or MEDITATE INSIDE A Pyramid, it helps a lot to
get good sound sleep or do our work more efficiently or get some SPIRITUAL
experience of higher levels of consciousness. Even children and pets like to work,
study and play inside a Pyramid. As it doubles or triples the amplitude of alpha –
Relaxation or Meditation Waves.
6: Reading some good books also gives a great boost to our confidence besides
giving lot of information regarding various kinds of experiments done all over the
World.
** Pyramid Energy Handbook. $ 2.25. By Serge V. King, Warner Books, Inc. 75,
Rockfeller Plaza, NY- 10019: USA.
** The Pyramid Guide, An International Bi-monthly Newsletter, El Cariso
Publications, Santa Barbara, Calif – USA.
** The Secret Power of Pyramids – UK 95P.
** The Psychic Power of Pyramids – UK 95 P. [ Both by Bill Schul & ED.
Pettit, Coronet Books, 47, Bedford Squares, London – WCI 3 DP. ]
** The Guide to Pyramid Energy, By Bill Kerell & Kathy Goggin, Pyramid
Power – V Inc. ,3015, Nebraska Ave., Santa Monica, Calif – 90404.
** Pyramid Power ----$ 6.95.
** Beyond Pyramid Power --- $ 3.95, [Both by G. Pat Flanngan, De Vorss &
Co., 1641, London Blvd., Santa Monica, Calif – 90404.
** Mysterious Pyramid Power -- $ 1.75, By Martin Ebon, The American
Library, Inc., 1301, Avenue of the Americans, NY – 1OO19.
7: It will not be proper of us to dismiss all this as a bunch of LIES or a heap of
GARBAGE without, we ourselves having tried it and found it to be wrong. It will
certainly be unworthy of us the Indians! Also, it will be Anti – Scientificity to so
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dismiss without proving it to be wrong by actual trials. Isn`t it ?! So ! Let us go
ahead with our own TRIALS ---- !!!!
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